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Clinical Interpretation of “Health and the Human Spirit for Occupation”

Janice Posatery Burke
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In reading and contemplating Yerxa’s (1998) article, I was immediately struck by the utility of the ideas she offers on a number of clinical fronts. We are presented with occupation-based strategies that are directly applicable to our work with patients and program development; we can make use of the language and ideas that are offered as a way to begin talking to one another (therapist to therapist) in clinical settings about occupation; and we are given the opportunity to think about the contribution, value, and efficacy of occupation and how we might convert those ideas into clinically based research actions. This last point is especially useful given Yerxa’s powerful view of the complex and compelling human and person issues that are looming on the horizon (achieving healthfulness, finding valued substitutes for work). In response to these person dilemmas of the future, it is exciting to consider what kinds of new treatment approaches, programming ideas, and research questions might be most appropriate for us to develop on the basis of our understanding of the importance of occupation to health.

On the Front Lines: Patient Care and Program Development

Much as the clinical reasoning literature of the 1980s brought to the surface the complex ways that occupational therapists think, act, and reflect in their work with patients, Yerxa (1998) brings new focus to the concepts and terms associated with occupation and its relationship to health and adaptation. For many of today’s therapists, occupation is a remnant from the past with limited relevance and application to today’s clinical demands. But Yerxa’s matching of contemporary ideas about how people “achieve healthfulness” (p. 412) to our historic and traditional understanding of occupation’s powerful effect on individual lives is compelling. Yerxa provides us with ideas about how we can rethink activity, productivity, competence, and the importance of self-initiated, self-directed behavior and demonstrate their relevance to current trends in health and disability. Likewise, Yerxa points to the relationship of occupation’s “by-products” (imposing a time structure, providing social contact, connecting one’s own goals to a broader set, providing a source of identity and an assurance of activity) to the effects of disability. Knowing that occupation provides specific contributions to health gives a profound signal to occupational therapists about the kinds of opportunities they need to consider in evaluation and treatment. When we begin to address these elements in assessment and intervention, we are able to track and document...
outcomes of occupational therapy intervention that are not always readily recognizable or measurable. It appears that we are closer to being able to articulate the kinds of behaviors that we search out in our patients as well as the kinds of changes that are made in treatment. These include many of the behaviors that often go unnoticed in the recovery effort (being able to problem solve simple daily living tasks, feeling pleasure from activity, approaching a task in an organized manner). Each of us has experienced a patient’s final days in treatment when what is remembered and recognized most about the intervention are the obvious physical differences (moving, talking), with far less attention given to changes in abilities such as overcoming boredom or learning to act on the environment. We are now bringing to a conscious level the untold complexities of occupational therapy.

If, as Yerxa (1998) reports, persons experience a sense that they have lost their place in the world with the onset of a disability, then we as occupational therapists need to spend treatment time setting out the kinds of experiences and opportunities that will influence a relocation of the self, including rekindling interests and satisfaction in everyday doing. Many of us do this very thing in our work with patients but have lacked the vocabulary to be able to talk about those treatment results as they occur in contemporary practice.

The immediate application of Yerxa’s (1998) work to clinical practice is obvious in the kind of case questions we ask. Why is it that one person with mild or even moderate deficits can be much more disabled than another person with more severe or widespread disabilities? More specifically, why is it that Mr. L. is able to reinvent an occupational identity for himself in spite of his severe paralysis secondary to multiple sclerosis, whereas Mr. T. with resolving Guillain-Barré syndrome is unable to construct even a beginning view of himself when asked what he wants to be able to do when he goes home? Our understanding of these types of questions may become clearer if we begin to explore which patients possess the capacities for adaptedness as described by Pörn (1993). If we assess “adequacy of one’s repertoire…appropriateness of one’s environment” (Yerxa, 1998, p. 414), and realistic qualities of the person’s goals, might we have the information we need to develop and enact successful occupational therapy intervention plans for the many different kinds of patient problems we encounter? Our ability to tie these adaptedness behaviors to health and recovery will be among the most crucial tasks to be accomplished during the recovery phase of treatment. Indeed, we can begin to understand our unique contribution by looking more closely at occupation and its role in the recovery process.

What kind of progress does the patient make when occupation is interwoven into the treatment plan? Do we see differences in treatment progress when interests and skills are assessed and treatment plans are constructed to reflect them?

As we begin to test these ideas and develop treatment that is based on them, we will no longer find ourselves indistinguishable from our colleagues on the treatment team. What we do now has come to look too much like the work of others (it takes place in the occupational therapy/physical therapy gym, documentation is concerned with the skills and functions associated with activities of daily living, e.g., dressing, bathing). Moving toward occupation-centered practice requires use of materials and environments that closely mimic the kinds of occupations that people engage in daily (in home settings, in simulated work spaces, at a kitchen table, at a desk, at a computer). Treatment interactions require us to identify and stimulate interest and the willingness to become engaged (making choices, recognizing boredom and cues for action).

Clinical research grounded in occupation can support our occupational therapy contribution to understanding the reinstatement of health. For example, in a recently funded federal research project, a colleague and I have hypothesized that outcomes of care for persons with traumatic brain injury may not depend solely on the availability of certain kinds of service (outpatient day rehabilitation, work coach, vocational education training) but on what occupation-related factors are being addressed and encouraged during interventions. For example, does this person live close to and use public transportation, thus providing a way to get where he or she wishes to go? How has the person’s family members reacted to the disability? To what degree is the person able to continue in family roles and routines, and what has been the impact of the person’s disability on the family members’ perceptions of their loved one’s ability to reach their stated goals?

When occupation is put into the center of our work in program development, we take an important role in directing and overseeing patient programs and individual patient care plans. This is the case in community-based settings. In a meeting recently, I sat across from an occupational therapy colleague who reported on the progress of a needs assessment she had been contracted to provide. She noted that the longer she was with the project, the more time she seemed to be giving to it. When asked what she thought that meant, she shared that it was not because the work was difficult but rather that the more the agency personnel learned about what occupational therapists could do, the more populations and areas of programming they brought to the table to be included in the needs assessment. Similarly, we are seeing that when we begin to introduce occupational therapy services into settings such as homeless shelters or centers for mothers
with drug addiction, we find that clients, other professionals, and administrators are sufficiently impressed with the results of our interventions to continue our occupation-based services.

Managed care's concerns for patient satisfaction may again create need for our expertise in matching activity to the person. Administrators of managed care plans are beginning to recognize that people want a say in what they believe is a satisfactory choice of care. They may soon permit persons to choose a setting for care within their system by allowing the participant to visit several settings to determine which is the best choice. In this scenario, occupation-driven programs will be important because they display the range and types of activities that persons are able to be involved in during the treatment process. The fit between what is offered and the types of activities participants see as most like their own preferences for activity and interaction will influence their selections. For example, they may consider the following: Will my husband fit best in a setting that stacks cones to increase wrist and hand function or in a setting that allows him to choose among a home repairs module; a computer module; and a dart board, chess, and gaming module?

Therapist-to-Therapist Talk

Talk between therapists is an important means by which knowledge of health and the human spirit spread. When therapists begin talking to one another in the language of occupation, they are drawn into a dialog that will change their work. Therapists rely on one another to test their ideas about their patients, to share their frustrations and stuck points, and to boast of their breakthroughs and successes. Therapist talk is a powerful source for learning and sharing information in our culture of occupational therapy. It is where we pass the knowledge and wisdom of patient care from one generation of therapists to the next. When therapists adopt a language that allows them to talk about occupation behaviors (i.e., meaningful variety, meaningful redundancy), then we will stand a greater chance of bringing occupation-related concepts to our conscious daily practice. Once we think and speak to one another in this way, we are poised on the threshold of talking across disciplines to colleagues who are also concerned about resilience and potential in patients with chronic disabilities.

Converting Ideas Into Clinically Oriented Research Actions

Yerxa's (1998) look into the future and the contributions that an understanding of occupation can make to health and well-being confirms many of the hunches that occupational therapists have about their contribution to understanding and intervening with populations that will be newly identified as "at risk." I am ever mindful of this concept each time I visit my 80-year-old mother. In spite of a rather tarnished health history replete with hypertension and such, my mother has grown to be a spry, fun-loving, and energetic octogenarian. Of course, she has benefited from good preventive health monitoring and aggressive intervention over the course of her life. Even more striking is the way she conducts her daily life. This 80-year-old woman keeps herself busy around her house in a wide range of physically, socially, and psychologically rewarding activities. To name but a few of her regular occupations, she participates in an informal social gathering that takes place in the mornings after daily mass, helps her elderly neighbor, cooks for her nearby family, sews, organizes her home, works at her desk managing her personal finances, follows the lives of her children and grandchildren, looks for and locates various objects that her family members call her for ("Grandma do you have any old skirts, I'm in a play," "Grandma I need a red tie"), and listens to her daughters' endless joys and sorrows. Clearly, my mother's strongly developed interests (in sewing, cooking and baking, keeping a home) provide her with "the economy of human happiness by fulfilling the need for autonomy, leading to both adaptation and creativity" (Yerxa, 1998, p. 413).

What is most interesting is to contrast my mother's activity patterns and sense of purpose with her sister, 5 years her junior. My aunt has been single her whole life. Although emotionally close to her three sisters and their families, she lived alone most of her adult life, working outside of her home in a typical 5-day, 40-hour workweek. Her weekends and days off were spent catching up on sleep, relaxing, and hanging around. When retirement came to my aunt, it brought a sense of freedom, sleeping as late as she wanted, reading as much as she wished. Indeed, my aunt adored her early retirement days. But as time has moved on, she has come to find less and less enjoyment in her free time. With little or no skill in structuring or occupying her time, finding social contacts, connecting her goals to a broader set, or deriving a sense of identity in activity outside of work, my aunt now finds her days to be long and empty. Constantly calling on my mother to help her fill her time, she tries to lure my mother out for lunch, coffee, and just plain contact. My aunt often says that she "hates" her house, and although she likes to imagine herself involved in volunteer work outside of her home, cannot manage to put her dream into action. Beset by some minimal to moderate physical limitations and a lack of skill in defining and acting on interests, my aunt has not been able to move beyond her pattern of unrewarding daily occupations.

I know from my conversations with therapists and students that there is a tremendous amount of recogni-
tion of and interest in the kinds of clinical and research concerns that turn around "occupation" such as I just illustrated in this clinical interpretation. That Yerxa (1998) has connected many of our own musings with ideas and concepts from contemporary literature proves the perfect start point for therapists to test and talk about what they find as they practice occupational therapy.
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